
PROFESSIONAL LATIN THEORY Associate Level  

 

The following provides a guide to questions that may be asked at a 

professional associate Level exam. Questions are in black and answers 

provided in red. 

Note that Examiners may extend the range and detail of technique of any 

question. 

 

Explain following terms. 

 

TIMING                 

Number of beats in a bar of music. 

 

TEMPO                 

Speed of music, measured in bars per minute 

 

Foot position.  

Position of one foot in relation to the other, anything in the first column. 

 

Inherent Turn.   

Toes always turn out, so body always turns less than feet. Turn is 

measured in body. Toe turns out in back walks, but is lost on replacement 

so no turn shows in technique. 

 

RHYTHM.      

The regular occurrence of an accented beat or beats in a bar of music. 

 

Explain Technique and actions of Checked  forward walk. 

Used in Rumba and ChaChaCha. 

Part  weight only. 

Stepping foot in advance of body. 

Knee of stationary (back) leg flexes and closes towards front leg. 

Stepping foot toe turns out, does not cross in front of other foot. 

 

Why do we use CHKD FWD walk? 

The poise and weight distribution at the end of a forward walk leave the 

body committed to moving forward only. You cannot move backwards or 

sideways at end of a FWD walk. 

 

DESCRIBE CLOSE HOLD FOR RUMBA, SAMBA AND CHACHACHA. 

Bodies approx 15 cms apart. 

Lady slightly to right side. 

Man and Lady standing on Opposite  feet. 

Arms  form a soft curve from shoulder. 

Man’s  left hand level with nose. 

Joined hands central between bodies. 
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JIVE  -  Arms lower 

 

Pasodoble  -  Bodies closer, arms higher, contact bodies thighs to chest. 

 

How many types of lead are available to the man? 

A. an allowing lead to compensate for the difference between forward 

and backward walks. 

 

B. Physical Leads.  The man manipulates the lady’s movement mainly 

through the contact of hand to hand, or hand to body. 

 

C. Shaping leads. The man signals his desire to the lady by shaping his arms 

and/or body, so the movement required is made obvious to the lady. 
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                          CHACHACHA.                    EXAM ONE      

 

Describe the timing and beat values. 

Four beats in a bar. Fourth beat split. Chasse takes both halves of 4th beat 

and all of 1st beat of next bar.   1, 1, 1, 1/2,1/2, 1 

 

Give Foot pos and action used of CCC chasse to right. 

1. RF to side         R knee compressed. Hips commencing to move to R. 

2. LF half closed to RF.      Both knees compressed Hips central 

3. RF to side.               Both knees straight. Hips to R 

 

Give Foot Pos. and action used in Ronde Chasse. 

1. LF crossed behind RF.    Delayed Backward Walk w/o lowering heel, 

using slight ronde action. Both knees compressed. Hips central. Latin  

Cross. 

2. RF to side (Short  step to side from original position).   Both knees 

compressed, hips slightly to R. 

3. LF to side.     Both  knees straight, hips to L. 

 

Give Foot Positions and Timing of Close Basic as man 

1.  LF FWD, T turned out.                                                                                  Count  2 

2.   RF in Place                                                                                                                        3  

3.   LF to Side and Slightly Back                                                                                  4 

4.   RF half closed to LF                                                                                                  & 

5.   LF to Side and Slightly Back.                                                                                 1 

6.   RF Back                                                                                                                               2 

7.    LF in Place                                                                                                                       3 

8.    RF to Side and slightly Forward.                                                                       4 

9.   LF half closed to RF                                                                                                  & 

10. RF to Side and slightly Forward                                                                     1 

 

Give Footwork of Each Step 

Each step has footwork of ball-flat.                                                                    

 

Give  FOOT  POSITIONs and Action used. Fan Pos. as Lady 

1 LF  FWD  OP, on L side.     Forward  Walk 

2 RF Back and slightly to side.    Forward Walk Turning. 

3 LF Back       ChaChaCha  Lock 

4  Right foot crossed in front of left foot     LRL 

5 LEFT FOOT BACK.    Backward.   
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                                 CHA CHA CHA                   EXAM TWO              

 

CHECK FROM OPEN CPP.  GIVE AMOUNTS OF TURN. 

1/8th to Right on 1 

 ¼  to LEFT over stesps 2 - 5.    3/8 if finished in Open PP. 

 

Give two follows for ¼ Turn. 

FAN.   SPOT TURN TO LEFT, UNDERARM TURN TO RIGHT. 

 

WHAT CAN FOLLOW 3/8 OF TURN? 

IF FINISHED IN OPEN PP WITH R TO R H HOLD.  CHECK FROM OPEN PP 

 

Describe the movement called HAND TO HAND. 

It is a movement of fifteen steps, taken over three bars of music. 

Similar in pattern to checks in open PP and open CPP, except the check 

action occurs backwards in open fallaway  position. 

Changes of hand will be achieved on steps five and ten. 

The figure can also be danced with the man’s hand placed on the lady’s 

shoulder blades alternately. 

When danced in this way, the preceding figures will be;  1. Close Basic, or 

2. Natural  Top using finish A.  

 

ALEMANA. 

Please give three precedes. 

Fan,   Close Hip Twist,   Open Hip Twist. 

Dance  Alemana, as Lady, counting in Beats and Bars. 

1234,,,,,2234 

Please give amounts of turn, as lady. 

1/8  to r on step 5.  ¾  to r on step 6, ¼ to R on step 7, 1/8 to r over steps 

8,9,10 for finish A. 

Please give footwork, as lady. 

Steps 1, 2, and 3, ball-flat. 4 toe. 5 ball-flat. 6 outside edge of toe, Flat.  

7 ball-flat.   Finish A. steps 8, 9, and 10 are ball-flat. 

Please give action used as lady. 

1.    Foot closure with   weight change. 

2.   Forward Walk. 

3.  4, 5   Cha cha cha lock RLR forward turning to r on last step. 

6   Delayed forward walk. 

7   Forward Walk then swivel to right. 

Finish A. 8,9,10. Cha cha cha chasse  l r l turning to right. 
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                            CHACHACHA              EXAM  THREE          

 

Give foot positions and timing of Close Basic as man.                        Count 

1.   LF Fwd, T turned out                                                                                         2 

2.   RF in place                                                                                                               3 

3.   LF to side and slightly back                                                                          4 

4.    RF half closed to LF                                                                                       & 

5.    LF to side and slightly back                                                                         1 

6.    RF Back                                                                                                                    2 

7.    LF in place                                                                                                              3 

8.    RF to side and slightly forward                                                                4 

9.    LF half closed to RF                                                                                        & 

10. RF to side and slightly forward.                                                               1 

 

Describe the Time step and explain its’ purpose 

The time step is a figure of six or eleven steps that can be repeated ad lib. 

It is taken without turn in close hold or open position. 

Instead of directional steps forward or back on the second beats, the 

feet are closed with weight changes. 

The movement is used for teaching the basic rhythm and for the 

development of good rhythmic interpretation. 

 

Please Dance Alemana as lady, counting in beats and bars. 

1234, 2234. 

 

What is the action used? 

1.  Foot close with weight change. 

2.  Fwd walk. 

3, 4, 5,  Cha Cha Lock RLR turning to r on last step. 

6.  Delayed fwd walk. 

7.  Fwd Walk then swivel to right. 

8, 9,10.  ChAChaCha chasse turning to R. 

 

Amounts of turn as lady? 

1/8   to right on step 5. 

¾       to right on step 6 

¼       to right on step 7 

1/8    to right on steps  8,9,10. 

 

Give shaping as man 

STEP 1. Commence in Fan. Position.    

Step 5.  Left arm raised, indicating turn to right. 

Step 10.  Finish in close hold. 
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                                                 CHA  CHA  CHA                                EXAM FOUR    

 

Give Foot positions ChaCha lock forward LRL 

1. Left foot fwd, l shoulder leading. 

2. Right foot crossed behind left foot. 

3. Left foot forward, L shoulder leading. 

 

Action used? 

1. Left knee straight. Hips commence to move to left. 

2. Both knees compressed, hips central, Latin  Cross. 

3. Both  knees straight.  Hips to left. 

 

Give a description of the underarm turn to right. 

Instead of dancing a Spot Turn to left, the man will dance steps 6-10 of 

Close basic without Turn indicating lady’s turn to right through shaping 

of his left arm. Left hand to right hand hold, moving in a circle to right 

above the lady’s right shoulder. Finish in close hold. 

Lady dances a Spot Turn to right. 

 

Give foot positions and timing of steps 11 to 15 of Natural top as man. 

11. Right Foot crossed behind left foot                                       2 

12. Left Foot t0 side and slightly back                                           3 

13. Right Foot to side                                                                                4 

14. Left Foot half closed to Right foot                                           & 

15. Right Foot to side.                                                                              1 

 

Why is the hip twist chasse used? 

To be less restrictive and boring.   In an endevour to keep the chasse non-

progressive, and to develop better rhythmic interpretation. 

 

Give action used. 

1. Delayed Forward Walk, right knee bent, hips to left 

2. Both Knees compressed, Hips central. 

3. Both  Knees straight.  Hips to right. 

 

When is this movement used? 

Used by man on all figures that end in Fan position. 

Steps 3 to 5 of Close hip Twist for a lady are a Hip twist Chasse. 

 

What sort of Chasse (S) does the man use in Hockey Stick? 

First bar, steps 345 are a Ronde Chasse, foot close on last step. 

Second Bar.  Steps 89,10 are a ChaCha Cha Lock RLR forward. 
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                         CHA CHA CHA             EXAM  FIVE   

 

CHA CHA CHA  chasse to left. Give action used, and beat values. 

1. Left knee compressed, hips commence moving left                      ½ 

2. Both knees compressed, hips central.                                                ½ 

3. Both knees straight, hips to left.                                                         1 

 

Describe an Open Basic  

It is a figure of 10 steps danced without hold. The normal chasses on 

counts 4&1 will be replaced by a Cha Cha lock action.  Backwards on 

first bar, forwards on second bar. It may include an extra two locks 

going forward and/or backwards. 

 

Give two precedes to this figure. 

1. Hockey Stick. 

2. Spot  Turn to left. 

 

Give Foot Positions of and timing of the Check from open PP                     

1. Right foot Forward in open PP.                                                               2  

2. Left foot in place.                                                                                           3 

3. right foot to Side.                                                                                           4 

4. Left foot half closed to right foot.                                                   & 

5. Right foot to side.                                                                                           1 

 

Describe the knee action of each step of this figure. 

1. Front knee straight, back knee flexed, and closed to back of front 

knee. 

2. Both  knees straight. 

3. Right knee compressed, Left knee straight. 

4. Both knees compressed 

5. Both knees straight. 

 

Describe the Alemana 

It is a figure of ten steps that commences in Fan Position with Lady on 

man’s left side. The lady will exit Fan with a foot closure and move 

towards man’s left side with a chacha lock action. She will turn one 

eighth to right on step five, and a further 0ne and one eighth to right, 

using a delayed forward walk, a forward walk and a  swivel to right. 

Followe by a Chasse still turning to right. 

The man will dance a forward basic movement with a Slip-Close Chasse, 

followed by a backward basic movement. 

 

Dance an Alemana, as lady, counting in beats and bars. 

1234&2234&1 
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                          RUMBA                   EXAM  ONE    

 

Give Footwork of forward Walk. 

Toe…….Ball with pressure…..Flat. 

        

When does the heel lower? 

Just before full extent of step. 

 

When does the moving knee straighten? 

Before  weight is taken on to the front foot. 

 

Give a Description of a Backward Walk. 

Move foot back, without affecting  poise . 

Ball of foot, toe with pressure to a point where full weight can still be 

retained comfortably on supporting foot, with knee still straight. Then 

lower heel and straighten knee. Toe and thigh turned out approx. 1/16 . 

Leg now perpendicular. 

Non-supporting leg now straight, with heel lightly touching  or just 

released from floor.  

In line with the rule that the non-supporting leg has no tension. 

 

Dance a Basic Movement, giving the Action Used. 

1. Checked Fwd walk. 

2. Weight transfer in place. 

3. Backward walk Turning 

4. Backward Walk 

5. Weight Transfer in Place. 

6. Forward Walk Turning. 

 

How much turn? 

Approx. ¼ to left. 

      

Describe the lead for Fan Position 

1. Commence in Close Hold, then lower left arm leading Lady 

Forward  to a closer position. 

2. Release right hand on step two. 

3. Finish in Fan Position. 

           

 What  movements  can end in Fan Position? 

Steps1-3  of Basic Movement, Backward walks, Close hip Twist, open hip  

twist. 

 

Give action used for Fan as Lady. 

1. Forward walk.    2. Fwd Walk Turning.  3. Backward walk. 

 

Describe the action of a Forward walk Turning. 

When it is necessary to continue moving forward and turn to    another 

direction moving forward, or backwards on the following 
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step, without interrupting  the normal hip/body action, a ’Forward  Walk 

Turning’  is used. 

The right foot moves forward, the right leg straightens, creating hip 

action. The turn is made on the straight right leg, and the foot position at 

end of step is ‘back and slightly to side’. 

 

Describe the Close Hip twist. 

It is a figure of six steps, involving the lady dancing an opening out on 

man’s right side, and ending in Fan position on man’s left side. The man 

dances a side, then a backwards  Cucuracha. 

 

What can follow a Close hip twist? 

1. Hockey Stick. 

2. Alemana. 

3. If man turns 3/8(lady 5/8) over steps 5 and 6, retaining close 

hold:  Reverse Top. 
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                               RUMBA                       EXAM TWO 

Note that Examiners may extend the range and detail of any question on 

Technique. 

 

Give a description of the hockey stick. 

It is a figure of six steps, commencing with lady in Fan Position on man’s 

left side. She then moves to pass in front of man to end in Open position. 

The geometry of her action resembles the shape of a field hockey stick. 

 

Give foot positions and timing as man. 

1. Left foot forward, toe turned out.                                                2 

2. Right foot in place.                                                                                   3. 

3. Left foot closed to right foot.                                                         4.1 

4. Right foot back.                                                                                          2 

5. Left foot in place.                                                                                      3 

6. Right foot forward.                                                                                 4.1 

 

Does man turn?  If so, where? 

Yes. One eighth to right on step 4 

 

What is a Cucuracha? 

A group of three steps normally taken by man. First step is directional, 

with part weight. Second step is a replacement of weight. Feet close on 

step three. Footwork is: step 1;ball-flat.  Step 2; flat. Step 3 ;Ball-flat. 

The first step of a fwd Cucuracha is a checked forward walk. 

 

Where is a fwd Cucuracha used 

Hockey stick,  alemana, open hip twist. 

 

What is a reverse Top? 

It is a figure of six steps, turning to the left, in a circle, the centre of 

which is the spot on which the man’s left foot is swiveling. 

 

Give two precedes to the Reverse top. 

Basic movement, turning 3/8 to left over steps 5 & 6 by man and lady, 

retaining close hold. 

Close hip twist, turned 3/8 (lady 5/8) to left over steps 5 & 6, retaining 

close hold. 

 

Give foot positions, as man, 

1. Left foot crossed in front of right foot. 

2. Right foot forward and slightly to side. 

3. Repeat step one. 

4. Repeat step two. 

5. Repeat step one. 

6. right foot to side. 
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Dance the Open hip twist, as lady, counting in beats and bars. 

1234. 2234. 

 

Give the action used, as lady. 

1. Backward Walk. 

2. Weight transfer in place. 

3. Forward walk, then swivel to right. 

4. Forward walk. 

5. Forward walk turning.      

6. backward walk. 
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                                            RUMBA                EXAM THREE   

 

What is an Alternative basic  Movement. 

It is a figure of three steps, danced by the man only, after he has taken a 

step to the side with right foot, in open position, usually as an entry to the 

Natural Top.  

1. Left foot closed to right foot.                                                             2 

2. Transfer weight to right foot, in place.                                            3 

3. Left foot to side and slightly back.                                                    4.1 

As the man is not moving forward, the lady will not step back. Rather, she 

will close feet on step one and step left foot forward on step two, as in 

fan Position. 

 

Give foot positions of Hand to hand, as lady. With timing 

1. right foot back in open fallaway position.                                        2 

2. Left foot in place.                                                                                           3 

3. Right foot to side                                                                                         4-1 

4. Left foot back in  open fallaway position.                                         2 

5. Right foot in place.                                                                                         3 

6. Left foot to side                                                                                            4-1 

 

Steps 3 & 6 are described as ‘to side’. What actually happens/ 

Steps 3 & 6 are each a ‘forward walk turning’. The moving foot travels 

in a forward direction with normal hip action at end of step. The turn is 

then taken while the standing leg is straight, so that no imbalance may 

occur. 

 

Please describe an underarm turn to the left. 

The lady will dance a spot turn to her right under the man’ raised arm. 

The man will dance steps 4-6 of the close basic without turn. 

 

Alemana from open position. Amount of turn for lady. 

½ to right on step 4. ½ to right over steps 5&6.  

 

What is different about this step? 

The alemana usually starts in fan position.  In this case the movement 

starts in open position with man facing lady. 

As the man steps forward, the lady cannot close  feet, she must step 

backwards on the first step. 

 

Give the mans foot positions of check from open CPP. 

1. Left foot forward in open CPP, toe turned out. 

2. Right foot in place. 

3. Left foot to side. 

 

What is the shaping?   Please demonstrate. 

Step   1  Commence  in open cpp. 

Step   3  Finish  in open position with left to right hand hold. 
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Give amounts of turn as man. 

1/8   t0 right on step one. 

¼  to left over steps 2 & 3. 

 

Follows? 

Spot turn to left. Underarm turn to right.  If 3/8 of turn taken to 

finish in open  pp.  Check from open pp.
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                                          RUMBA             EXAM FOUR  

 

Demonstrate and describe the shaping of Check from open pp. 

Commence in open pp with right to left hand hold. 

Finish in open position with right to left hand hold. 

 

Please give follows from this position. 

Spot turn to right. 

 

If this is to be followed by check from open cpp, what must have happened? 

There should have been 3/8 of turn, to end in open cpp. 

 

Natural Top.  Please give three entries. 

Backward Walks, 6th step taken to side  and slightly back.  

Steps 1-3 of basic movement, turning  slightly to right. 

Alternative  basic  movement. 

Underarm turn to Left. 

 

Underarm turn to right.  Give precedes. 

Steps 1-3 basic movement. 

 Underarm turn to left.  

Spot turn to right. 

Check from open cpp. 

 

Hockey Stick.  Please dance as man and give beats and bars. 

1234 2234. 

 

Please repeat, as lady. 

1234 2234. 

 

Give action used, as lady. 

1. Foot close with weight change. 

2. Forward walk. 

3. Forward walk. 

4. Forward Walk. 

5. Forward walk turning. 

6. Backward walk. 

 

Give a description of a forward walk. 

Achieve correct poise with full weight on supporting foot. 

Allow upper body to move forward, with upper body slightly in advance 

due to forward poise. Just before point of unbalance is reached allow 

back leg to move forward first on toe, then ball of foot with pressure, 

lowering heel and straightening knee before weight is collected. 

The back foot will held in place with leg straight and some tension into 

the floor. 

The body will then move forward over the standing thigh until the point 

of unbalance is reached, when back foot will be released to commence 

next forward walk. 
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                                         RUMBA                      EXAM FIVE 

 

Give a detailed description of a Backward Walk. 

Prior to commencement take full weight onto one foot, say the right 

foot, achieving correct poise.  Without affecting poise, move left foot 

back, first on ball, then toe, with some foot pressure, until a point is 

reached where weight can still be maintained on the straight right leg. 

The left knee will be slightly compressed. The heel will lower and weight 

taken on at a rate depending whether it is a one beat or two beat step. At 

the end of the step the right leg will be straight and at right angles to the 

floor (perpendicular). 

Left toe and thigh will turn out 1/16 of turn. The right leg will retain 

some tension, the leg will be straight and the heel will be just touching 

the floor or naturally released from the floor. 

 

What action does the man use on an Alemana? 

1st bar:  a forward cucuracha.      2nd Bar:  A backward cucuracha. 

 

Give Two follows. 

Basic Movement. 

Close Hip twist. 

 

Give amounts of turn, as lady 

One eighth of a  turn to  right on step 3. 

Three-quarters of a turn to right on step 4. 

Three eighths of a turn to right on step 5&6. 

 

Give reasons for the use of the checked forward walk. 

At the end of a normal forward walk the poise is such that only another 

forward walk can follow. If the dancer wishes to go backwards or 

sideways from the forward walk, then a checked forward walk must be 

used. 

 

How does a checked forward walk differ from a normal forward walk? 

1. the stepping foot moves to a position in advance of the body. 

2. Only part weight is collected onto the stepping foot. 

3. The knee of the stationary (back) leg is allowed to straighten and 

close towards the knee of the supporting foot. 

4. The toe of the stepping foot is turned out approx. one sixteenth of a 

turn 

5. Note: The stepping foot move  forward, not across in front of the 

other foot. 

 

What do you understand by the term “Inherent Turn”? 

Due to the mechanics of the walk action (Toes always turn out unless 

feet are closed), there is always one- sixteenth of a turn on a backward 

walk, in order to maintain balance. 
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This amount of turn is lost on the replacement step, so does not appear in 

technique. Although it is recognized that approx. one sixteen of a turn 

occurs on a backward walk, one eight of a turn is the maximum amount of 

turn recognized in any technique.  


